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SECTIONC32.904
Issue A, 7-12-56
N.Y. Tel.Co., M

TELEPHOllESETS
565 'IYPE.
(FOR 3.IBOCRIBERS
'Winl IMPAIREDHEARINGOR SPEECH)

1. GENERAL
1.01

This section covers the description,
use, installation, maintenance an:i supplies inforDl!.tion pertaining
to the 565 type telephone set, for swscribers
with inpaired
hearing or speech.
2 1 DEOCRIPTION
2.01 1he 565 key type telephone amplifier
sets are similar
in appearance to the other 500 key type telephone
sets.
1he difference
in external appearance is a knurled
lucite knob used as the volume control,
located above the
hold button and adjacent to the dial,
Internally
the ringer
is re110ved an:i replaced with a l!Ddified 44A bracket on which
the 151A amplifier and 419A varistor
are 110unted, A KS14634L2 potentioueter
is 110unted on a special bracket under the
left lamp strip 110unting screw,

the amplifier
in the
Through the use of a transistor,
560 ke'J type telephone sets produces an adequate level
of sound without auxiliary
batteries.
2,02

2,03

Since no ON-OFFswitcp is provided, the amplifier
is
in the circuit
when the haniset is off the 110unting.

3.

INSTALLATION
3,01 The 565 key type telephone amplifier
sets are installed
in the same Dl!.nner as other 500 type key telephone
sets using stan:iard connecting blocks,
Refer to Section
C32,561 for installation
information,

3,02

The installer
should explain to the principal
user of
the auplifier,
how to turn the volume up ani down by
the use of the knurled knob (counterclockwise
for lower an:i
clockwise for higher volume).
It should be explained to the
subscriber,
that the best results .are usually obtained with
the lowest voluue setting which permits satisf'actory
hearing,
C32.904
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3.03

On some calls,

particularly

on short

loops,

the set
if
'!he howling should stop when

ma;y hovl or the incoming speech Jta,}'" be distorted

the volume is set too high.
the volume is levered.
3.04

A separately
l!l)unted bell
tions of this type.

is required

for inst.alla-

~TENANCE
4.01

For general maintenance requirements and procedures
co!IIIIDnto all 500 key type teleRhone sets refer to
Section C32.561.
'!he components peculiar only to the 500
key type amplifier
sets are covered in this practice.
'lhelB
are the amplifier,
varistor
and potentiometer
for receiver
amplification.
For transmitter
amplification
a 266A inductor and a terminal strip are added to these components.
4.02

Following is an explanation of the amplifier
as shovn in Fig.l, page 5 of this practice.

circuit,

4.03

For receiver amplification
the input to the amplifier
is connected in place of the receiver (Netvork Terminals "R"and 11GN") and tlle receiver is connected across the
output of the amplifier
(Netvork Terminal "R", Amplifier
Terminal "W"). The operating current for the amplifier
is
obtained from the central office battery by connecting the
amplifier
( "L" and "V" terminals)
across the transmitter
(Netvork Terminals "W'and "B"). Proper polarity of the
central office batt.ery is maintained across the amplifier
by the 419A varistor
which is connected between the network
terminals ( "C" and 11F11 for dial sets and 11C1i and "RR" for
manual sets) and the line contacts of the svitch.
'!he
volu100 is controlled
by turning the knurled knob of the
potentiometer.
4.04

For transmitter
att,plification
the input to the amplifier is connected in place of the transmitter
(Network
Terminals 11R11 and "B11) and the transmitter
is connected
across the output of the amplifier
(Netvork Terminal "R",
Amplifier Terminal "W",266A Inductor, and Number 4 punching of the H.B. Jones.Terminal Strip).
All other parts of
the transmitter
amplifier circuit
is the same as the receiver amplifier circuit.
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4,05

In order to test the telephone (receiver amplification) under rorroal conditions without the amplifier
and potentiometer in the circuit,
re11Dve the white-receiver
wires from the 1111'1 punching of the amplifier and place them
on the "GN" terminal of the network. Lift the yellow-brown
and red-white amplifier leads from the "GN" arxl. "R" terminals, renpectively,
of the network.
~is should renove arry·
amplifier or potentiometer trouble and leave the set as a
roroal. 500 type key set, with the exception of the varistor,
thus indicating if the trouble is in the normal or amplified
portion of the set,
4,06

To test the telephone (transrritter
arr~lification)
reJIDVethe black transmitter
wire from the Number 4
punching of the H.B. Jones Terminal Strip and place it on
the "B" terminal of the network. Lift the amplifier leads
from "GN" a?'rl ''D" terrrinals of the network. with the exception of the varistor,
the arr.plifier portion of the set
is renDved.

I•• 07

tive

Table A lists possible trouble indications
in the
arr.plifier circuit;
and the probable cause and correcmeasure for each.
TABLE A

TROUBLE

PROBABLEGAUSE

CORRECTIVE}EA.SURE

:..::T NOISY

PO'IENTIO!-ETERARM
NOT 1-'AKINGCONTACT
AT TIJ.ES

REPLACEPOTENTIO1-ETER

VOLUMEOF ENTL~
SET LOW( BELOW
NORl-'J.1SET)

OPEN OR SHORT
IN
AMPLIFIER

REPLACEAMPLIFIER

DOES.'l'T AMPLIFY
( NOR!1ALSET)

OPEN POTENTIOMETER
OPEN OR SHORTIN
AJ1PLIFIER

REPLACEPOTENTIOMETER
REPLACEAMPLIFIER

ENTIRE SET DEAD

OPENVARISTOR

REPLACEVARISTOR

MAXDiJY. VOLL'Y.E

SHORTIN POTENTIOMETER

REP-LACEPOTENTIOl,f;TER

CANNOTBE TURNED
iJOWI;
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5.

◄

SUPPLIES

The iurplil'ier
will only be· supplied with the 565HB
Key Telephone Set.
The sets should be ordered by 'he
Field Forces as per Drawing GSE69214 1.nl GSS69214, using 11zn
wiring for receiver
amplification
O!'"T 11~iring for transmitter amplification.
The requisitiun
must specify the
type of wiring to be provided,
5,01

set is 110t to be used
of a three piece speakerphone installation
the approval of the Equipment Engineers office,

NO'IE1 The 1IDdil'ied 565HB amplifier

--as

part
without
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